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Abstract
The effects of threatening stimuli, including threatening language, on trait
anxiety have been widely studied. However, whether anxiety levels have a
direct effect on language processing has not been so consistently explored. The
present study focuses on event-related potential (ERP) patterns resulting from
electroencephalographic (EEG) measurement of participants’ (n = 36) brain
activity while they perform a dichotic listening task. Participants’ anxiety level
was measured via a behavioural inhibition system scale (BIS). Later, participants listened to dichotically paired sentences, one neutral and the other
threatening, and indicated at which ear they heard the threatening stimulus.
Threatening sentences expressed threat semantically-only, prosodically-only,
or both combined (congruent threat). ERPs showed a late positivity, interpreted as a late positive complex (LPC). Results from Bayesian hierarchical
models provided strong support for an association between LPC and BIS score.
This was interpreted as an effect of trait anxiety on deliberation processes. We
discuss two possible interpretations. On the one hand, verbal repetitive thinking, as associated with anxious rumination and worry, can be the mechanism
disrupting late phase deliberation processes. Instantiated by inner speech, verbal repetitive thinking might be the vehicle of anxiety-related reappraisal
and/or rehearsal. On the other hand, increased BIS could be simply affecting
an extended evaluation stage as proposed by multistep models, maybe due to
over-engagement with threat or to task-related effects.
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1 | INTRODUCTION
Both anxiety and language processing are characterized
by well-defined lateralization patterns. Anxiety has been
widely associated to a dual processing pattern: attentionrelated arousal and fear-related responses tend to involve
greater right hemisphere (RH) processing, while instead
evaluation-related apprehension and inhibition-related
responses tend to involve greater left hemisphere
(LH) processing (Heller et al., 1997; Nietschke et al.,
1999; Spielberg et al., 2013). According to current models
of speech processing (i.e., dual stream model), speech
comprehension recruits both hemispheres (Kemmerer,
2015). While more RH involvement is required for slow
rate suprasegmental processing of prosody and/or affect
recognition, more LH involvement is required for fast
rate segmental processing and/or lexical categorisation
(Belin et al., 2004; Liebenthal et al., 2010; Poeppel
et al., 2008; Zatorre et al., 2002). These observations
speak not only of general hemispheric activity, but also
of very specific activity patterns and brain anatomical
structures that, in many cases, are shared by language
and anxiety processing. This opens the question of
whether these processes simply co-occur, showing superficial similarities, or actually interact with each other.
An additional element of complexity is that different
neural structures/networks may be involved at different
times in the processing stream. For instance, generally
bilateral auditory processing in early time-windows with
later variation in lateralization depending on stimulus
properties such as prosody or semantics (Kotz &
Paulmann, 2011). Similarly, anxiety may modulate
processing of threat differently at early and late
processing phases, with early over-attention to threat
and later over-engagement with threat (Bar-Haim
et al., 2007). Here, over-attention implies facilitated attention to threatening stimuli, and over-engagement implies
difficulty in disengaging from threatening stimuli
(Cisler & Koster, 2010). Therefore, understanding these
anxiety-related attention processes as multistage
processes might be crucial. A two-stage model proposes
that trait anxious personality is characterized by an overactive behavioural inhibition system (BIS), when
attempting to resolve approach/avoidance conflicts. This
would develop in two stages: (1) valuation of stimuli
immediately after stimulus input and (2) motivation for
behaviour as approach or withdrawal (Corr &
McNaughton, 2012). However, this model does not give
an account of processes that might occur between valuation and motivation, as proposed in a multistage model
of anxiety (Bar-Haim et al., 2007). In this model, anxiety
develops through four processing stages: (1) pre-attentive
threat evaluation, (2) resource allocation, (3) guided
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threat evaluation, (4) goal engagement system. Here, a
valuation input can affect early pre-attentive stages,
which can account for fear responses inducing rapid
withdrawal (output), or fight-flight-freeze system (FFFS)
responses (Corr & McNaughton, 2012). Later stages can
involve resource allocation (output), which can lead to
behavioural inhibition (or BIS engagement) in a threat
evaluation stage. Likewise, a goal engagement system
can account for a motivation output that occurs after BIS
activation, for either approaching or withdrawing.
An interesting parallel can be seen for emotional language processing where a multistep model has also been
proposed (Kotz & Paulmann, 2011). This model proposes
three main stages: (1) early stage perceptual processing,
(2) mid-stage recognition processing and (3) late stage
evaluation processing. An important aspect of this model
is that it takes into account hemispheric differences of
language and emotional processing. The processing of
acoustic properties would involve activity at early stages,
where different types of information would be associated
with hemispheric differences. In particular, greater RH
engagement would be associated to prosodic slower rate
spectral information and greater LH engagement would
be associated to phonological (and by extension semantic) faster rate temporal information (Poeppel et al., 2008;
Zatorre et al., 2002). Mid stages might involve the
emotional recognition of stimuli, implying hemispheric
differences varying with stimulus type and/or conveyed
emotion (Schirmer & Kotz, 2006). Late stages would be
associated to informational integration and evaluation of
emotional stimuli (Kotz & Paulmann, 2011). If indeed
the similarities between the multistage model of anxiety
and the multistep model of language are more than coincidental, the latter should also have a fourth stage, which
can account for motivation/goal-orientation processes
associated to behavioural outputs in parallel to the multistage model of anxiety.
Nevertheless, to expand the triphasic multistep model
more evidence is necessary about how informational
properties of language interact with intrinsic affect. Given
that lexical items and prosody can convey emotional
meaning at the same time (Nygaard et al., 2009;
Schirmer & Kotz, 2003), the simultaneous recognition
and integration of diverse informational properties is
required, including the processing of segmental and
spectral information, tonal and temporal information
and identification and categorisation processes. As mentioned before, these aspects of language processing show
different hemispheric asymmetries, which might be
linked to anxiety related lateralisation in terms of
how this information is recognised, integrated, and
evaluated. Thus, a model of anxious lateralization (Heller
et al., 1997) could be extended into a multistage model of
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anxiety (Bar-Haim et al., 2007), as early over-attention to
threat and later (sustained) over-engagement with threat
could present different lateralisation patterns (Spielberg
et al., 2013).
Recent electroencephalography (EEG) evidence
indicates that a hyperactive BIS, signalled by higher
scores in BIS psychometric scales, is characterised by a
right frontal hemispheric pattern (Gable et al., 2017;
Neal & Gable, 2017, but see: De Pascalis et al., 2013).
However, some key theoretical notions cannot be overlooked. On the theoretical side, the proposed anatomicphysiological basis of BIS/anxiety is the amygdalahippocampal-septal route (Gray & McNaughton, 2000),
which can modulate diverse cortical patterns depending
on environmental conditions. Indeed, it has been proposed that the BIS limbic system might modulate higher
processes such as worry and rumination through
language systems (in particular left-lateralized production/rehearsal), which could induce additional inhibitory
control (Gray & McNaughton, 2000). Hence, while RH
may induce initial inhibitory control (McNaughton
et al., 2013; Neal & Gable et al., 2017; Robinson
et al., 2019), there might be later LH influence involving
evaluation or deliberation processes. Previous EEG studies have observed left or bilateral frontal alpha activity
associated with anxious apprehension as measured by
worry (Heller et al., 1997; Nitschke et al., 1999), and
bilateral alpha for rumination-correlated BIS (Keune
et al., 2012).
Given these findings, manipulating hemispheric input
could reveal some of the nuances of how anxiety affects
threatening speech processing at different processing
phases. In other words, stimuli that are processed first by
LH or RH might be affected differently depending on
(1) their language informational properties (i.e., whether
threat is expressed via semantics or prosody) and/or
(2) participants’ intrinsic lateralization differences when
processing threatening stimuli (i.e., anxiety). Considering
this, dichotic listening (DL) stands out as an ideal
behavioural approach to observe how anxiety-related
hemispheric asymmetries might influence emotional
language processing hemispheric asymmetries. This
relates to the frequently observed phenomenon of a right
ear advantage (REA) for non-prosodic language stimuli
(Hugdahl, 2011); this implies participants answering
faster and/or more accurately to stimuli presented at
their right ear when compared to stimuli presented at
their left ear. On the other hand, prosody, in particular
emotional prosody, leads to either a left ear advantage
(LEA) or at least a diminished REA (Godfrey &
Grimshaw, 2015; Grimshaw et al., 2003). Few DL
experiments have researched the effects of anxiety on
emotional speech processing (Gadea et al., 2011). Instead,
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they either use speech/prosody as an emotion-eliciting
stimulus or use DL mainly as an attentional manipulation technique (Bruder et al., 2004; Leshem, 2018;
Peschard et al., 2016; Sander et al., 2005).
However, these behavioural tasks cannot provide evidence of effects on specific time-windows, as required by
multistep models (i.e., Kotz & Paulmann, 2011). EEG
measurements, via the event-related potential (ERP)
technique, could help to elucidate the nuances of anxiety
effects (e.g., Moser et al., 2014; Wabnitz et al., 2015). In
the present study’s case, observations could reveal
whether early and/or late ERPs differ given ear,
sentence-type and task; and how this may relate to overattention or over-engagement processes in anxiety
(increased BIS). To our knowledge, no EEG experiment
has integrated trait anxiety measures with DL to investigate the effects of anxiety on threatening semantics and
prosody. In the present study we implement a dichotic
listening experiment where participants answer to threatening sentences containing only semantic threat, only
prosodic threat, or both (semantic–prosodic congruency).
Participants were required to answer only after the end
of each sentence, to avoid motor response contamination
of the EEG signal during listening. The experiment was
comprised of direct- and indirect-threat tasks, where the
latter implies answering to the neutral stimulus of the
dichotic pair (intended as a control). As a proxy of trait
anxiety we used a BIS scale from the Reinforcement Sensitivity Theory Personality Questionnaire (RST-PQ)
(Corr & Cooper, 2016). This psychometric measure, well
grounded in physiological research, is well suited to our
present theoretical framework and experimental aims.
Finally, via EEG measurement, we can provide information on relevant ERPs at different processing timewindows, crucial for testing our theoretical model.
To broadly summarise our hypotheses, we expect that
higher levels of anxiety (higher BIS scores) will induce
early over-attention to threat but mid-late overengagement with threat. The first should be associated
with anxiety induced arousal, which has been observed
to be right lateralized (Heller et al., 1997; Neo
et al., 2011). The second should be associated to a left
lateralized or bilateral pattern (Nitschke et al., 1999),
which might be due to mid-stage LH thought-induced
(e.g., worry or rumination) evaluation and inhibition
(Spielberg et al., 2013), but a later RH involvement
associated to arousal induced by sustained state
anxiety (McNaughton & Gray, 2000). To test these, we
established four time-windows where differences may be
present: (1) pre-attentive (50–150 ms), (2) attentive
(150–250 ms), (3) evaluative (250–500 ms) and
(4) orientative (500–750 ms). These were selected a priori
as non- overlapping intervals that span over relevant
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amplitude peaks. Although previous literature does not
directly specify these intervals, the emotional language
literature does specify a number of ERPs peaking at these
relevant time-points: 100 ms (sensorial perceptual stage),
200 ms (recognition stage) and 300–600 ms (evaluation
stage) (Kotz & Paulmann, 2011).
Our first two time-windows map closely onto these
first two stages, with the third and fourth designed in
order to tap into the proposed fourth step of emotional
language processing. We propose that anxiety-associated
activity around 600 ms would not reflect evaluation
processes, but deliberation/orientation (not included in
the multistep model of emotional language processing).
For instance, late positive potentials (LPP) have been proposed as signalling rehearsal processes during emotional
processing in anxiety (Hajcak et al., 2010). Time-windows
for these ERPs vary widely, usually going from around
400 ms to 800 ms to 1 s, and they tend to overlap with
P300, also defined with wide variability in anxiety-related
studies (Hajcak et al., 2010). Although they may differ in
topology, these ERPs have been proposed as signalling
the same or similar processes (e.g., Sassenhagen
et al., 2014). Nevertheless, this overlap and wide variability may also be a problem associated with the selection of
analysis time-windows by eye-balling the ERP grand
averages, rendering systematic differences in reported
averaged time-windows for analysis. For this reason, the
use of automatic window selection or the a priori
selection of time-windows is preferred, and in the case of
no clear previous information about time-windows (as in
our present case) the a priori segmentation of the epoch
in sequential and narrow time-windows is recommended
(Luck, 2014).
Given that we are not aware of sufficient previous
studies investigating dichotic listening, threatening
prosody/semantics and anxiety (BIS) in simultaneity, we
preferred establishing sequential a priori time-windows
for analysis (as described above). Also, as present
research has no direct precedents in the literature, it is
not clear whether observed ERPs and their amplitude differences by condition in such time-windows will be coincidental with those observed in previous research, which
regards DL, emotional speech, or anxiety, but not all
three combined. Hence, we prefer to refrain from
predicting effects on specific ERPs, and instead we
propose the following specific predictions: In windows
1 and 2 anxiety should affect speech processing (Pell
et al., 2015), due to anxious over-attention to threat. This
would increase RH involvement for prosody, facilitating
detection of stimuli presented contralaterally (left ear). In
window 3 the effects of anxiety should result from overengagement with threat (Spielberg et al., 2013), slowing
down LH processing of semantic stimuli (right ear
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presentation). In window 4, anxiety should affect goal
orientation (Bar-Haim et al., 2007), where both hemispheres should be comparably affected (no ear differences). This could be the result of a worry-arousal loop
(McNaughton & Gray, 2000) due to continued exposure
to threatening stimuli, or could result from delayed disengagement from threat (Cisler & Koster, 2010) or
sustained attention to emotional stimuli (Hajcak
et al., 2010), which can be also understood as anxietyrelated over-engagement with threat.

2 | METHODS
2.1 | Participants
Participants (n = 36, mean age = 28.6, age range =
[19, 54], 19 females) were recruited using Sona Systems
(sona-systems.com). Only participants reporting being
right-handed, having English as first language, without
hearing problems and with no history of neurological/
psychiatric disorders were recruited. Participants were
remunerated at a £7.5/hour rate. All participants were
informed about their rights, including those regarding
their data (protected under GDPR protocols) and gave
their informed consent before participating. They
received a debriefing statement at the end of the experiment. The study was carried out under approval from the
UCL Research Ethics Committee in accord with the
Declaration of Helsinki.

3 | MATERIALS
Four types of sentences were recorded: Prosody
(neutral-semantics and threatening-prosody), Semantic
(threatening-semantics and neutral-prosody), Congruent
(threatening-semantics and threatening-prosody) and
Neutral (neutral-semantics and neutral-prosody). Sentences were extracted from movie subtitles by matching
them with a list of normed threatening words, specifically
lexical norms of arousal and valence (Warriner
et al., 2013). For the present study, any word over five
points in the arousal scale, and below five points in the
valence and dominance scales was considered
semantically threatening. Every word with less than five
arousal points and between four and six valence points
was considered semantically neutral. Words’ frequencies
were extracted from SUBTLEX-UK (van Heuven
et al., 2014), only sentences containing words with Zipf
log frequencies over 3 were included.
Sentences were recorded in an acoustically
isolated chamber with a RODE NT1-A1 microphone.
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The speaker was instructed to speak in what he considered his own threatening/angry or neutral voice for
recording Prosody/Congruent and Semantic/Neutral
sentences respectively. Table 1 summarises sentences’
word length and duration. Figure 1 shows oscillograms
and spectrograms of four sentences used as stimuli. All
threatening sentences were paired with a different Neutral sentence of similar length; minor increases of
silences (up to 40 ms) were applied to make paired sentences’ durations match perfectly. This resulted in
54 recorded sentences per threatening category
(Prosody, Semantic, Congruent), each one paired with a
different sentence from the Neutral category. This provided 162 pairings of two sentences (one threatening
and one neutral). We created two versions of each pair:
one with threat at the right ear, and one with threat at
the left ear: 324 distinct stimuli in total.
In addition, we assessed the prosodic properties of
threatening sentences as compared to neutral sentences.
Threatening prosody has been observed to align with hot
anger (Banse & Scherer, 1996; Hammerschmidt &
Jürgens, 2007) and can be defined mainly by pitch and
roughness (voice quality). Thus, we focused only on
Median Pitch (median fundamental frequency of each
sentence) and Hammarberg Index (difference between
0 to 2000 Hz and 2000 to 5000 Hz frequency ranges), as
these acoustic measures can capture pitch (fundamental
frequency) and voice quality variation respectively within
the spectral domain. Measures were extracted from sentences with Python’s Parselmouth interface to Praat
(Jadoul et al., 2018). Acoustic measures were compared
by using BEST (Kruschke, 2013), but using
SDExponential (λ = 2) instead of uniform distributions.
All models were sampled with MCM and used 1000
tuning samples and 1000 samples, convergence and
b ≤ 1.01,
sampling were excellent for both models (R
ESS > 400, BFMI > 0.8). As very clear in Table 2, sentences containing threatening prosody have higher
median pitch and lower voice quality (Hammarberg
index, i.e., more roughness) than sentences without
threatening prosody. For both measures, Prosody and
Congruent distributions greatly overlap and Semantic
and Neutral sentences almost completely overlap.
Finally, we collected sentences’ threat ratings postexperimentally, for further confirming effects of both

TABLE 1

acoustic measures and lexical norms. Ratings were given
by 10 participants for 54 Prosody and 54 Neutral sentences (total number of Prosody and Neutral) in a ninepoint Likert scale (0 = not threatening at all, 8 = very
threatening). The same procedure was followed for the
54 Semantic sentences together with the same 54 Neutral
sentences in a second rating session by 10 participants.
Ratings were analysed by using a hierarchical Orderedlogistic model, with subjects as a varying intercept, eight
scale cutpoints and normal priors (equivalent to L2
regularisation) for non-varying slopes for Pitch, Roughness, Arousal and Valence. The full model and plots can
be found in our OSF repository (https://osf.io/n5b6h/).
Figure 2 summarises posterior distributions as probabilities derived from the ordered-logistic model. For the
Prosody task, these indicate that when Median Pitch
(MP) is high and Hammarberg Index (HI) low, the probability of rating sentences over 6 on the threat scale
increases by over 40%. For the Semantic task, when
Arousal is high and Valence is low the probability of rating sentences over 7 on the threat scale increases over
60%. In both tasks when MP/Arousal are low and
HI/Valence are high the probability of giving 1 or less on
the threat scale increases by around 60%. The models also
indicate that Arousal/Valence had no relevant effects on
Prosody and MP/HI had no relevant effects on Semantic.
See supporting information for tables with more details
(Supporting Information S1 and Tables S1.1 and S1.2).
All relevant materials used and their measures can also
be found in the supporting information (Supporting
Information S1 and Tables S1.3 and S1.4).

3.1 | Procedure
Participants were introduced to the recording room
(electrically and sound isolated chamber), signed consent, and sat at 1 m distance from a 20" screen used to
display all tasks via PsychoPy2 (Peirce et al., 2019). Next,
participants provided their demographic information
(age and sex) and completed the BIS scale (m = 23, SD
= 13) and FFFS scale (m = 29, SD = 9.5) (for more
details see Corr & Cooper, 2016). Participants’ head
dimensions were measured and EEG caps of appropriate
size were placed and centred, conductivity gel was

Average number of words, duration and reaction time per stimulus type

Type

Words threat

Words neutral

Stimulus duration

Average RT

Congruent

4.63

5.63

1838.63

522.37

Prosody

4.24

4.93

1558.25

601.20

Semantic

4.43

4.89

1543.53

593.40
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F I G U R E 1 Examples of sentences with different semantic content and prosody. Top of each image: oscillogram. Bottom of each image:
spectrograms. Top left: neutral prosody and neutral semantics (Neutral). Top right: threatening prosody and threatening semantics
(Congruent). Bottom left: neutral prosody and threatening semantics (Semantic). Bottom right: threatening prosody and neutral semantics
(Prosody). Green dots indicate fundamental frequency (F0) contours

TABLE 2

Estimates from BEST model

Arousal

Median pitch

Category

Mean

SD

HDI 5%

HDI 95%

Category

Mean

SD

HDI 5%

HDI 95%

Neutral

3.55

0.08

3.41

3.68

Neutral

101.38

0.7

100.29

102.62

Congruent

6.13

0.09

5.97

6.28

Congruent

167.25

2.55

163.06

171.35

Prosody

3.8

0.07

3.68

3.92

Prosody

175.85

2.16

172.17

179.23

Semantic

6.26

0.09

6.1

6.4

Semantic

102.01

0.7

100.89

103.15

Category

Mean

SD

HDI 5%

HDI 95%

Category

Mean

SD

HDI 5%

HDI 95%

Neutral

5.43

0.05

5.34

5.5

Neutral

21.09

0.52

20.32

22.04

Congruent

2.88

0.13

2.68

3.11

Congruent

7.93

0.54

6.96

8.79

Prosody

5.5

0.05

5.42

5.58

Prosody

7.85

0.41

7.25

8.61

Semantic

2.75

0.12

2.55

2.94

Semantic

21.2

0.57

20.28

22.2

Valence

Hammarberg index

Note: All estimates are taken from comparisons between means resulting posterior distributions.
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F I G U R E 2 Probability of threat ratings. Left panel: probability of rating a Prosody sentence as threatening on a 0-8 Likert scale. Orange
solid line: probability increase when a sentence has the Max Median Pitch (MP) and Min Hammarberg Index (HI). Violet dashed line:
probability decrease when a sentence has the Min MP and Max HI. Right panel: probability of rating a Semantic sentence as threatening in a
0-8 Likert scale. Red solid line: probability increase when a sentence has the Max Arousal and Min Valence. Blue dashed line: probability
decrease when a sentence has the Min Arousal and Max Valence. Faded lines are random samples from the posterior indicating uncertainty

placed and the Biosemi 64 Ag/Cl electrode system
(biosemi.com) was connected. Impedance levels were
kept below 20Ω and electrodes were checked to be working properly. While EEG recording, participants completed a direct-threat task where they answered at which
ear (left or right) they heard a threatening sentence
(always paired with a neutral sentence) by pressing the
left or right arrows on a keyboard (as fast and accurately
as possible) only after the stimulus finished playing
(sentence offset) and a target symbol appeared on
screen. Trials (324 per task) started at sentence onset
and were separated by a 1.5 s inter-stimulus interval
(ISI). In the indirect-threat task they answered to the
neutral sentence of the pair in the same manner as in
direct-threat. Order of task was counterbalanced across
participants. Participants heard sentences twice such
that a threatening sentence was presented once at each
ear. Participants were requested to swap response
hand every other block. Each block consisted of
18 sentences (trials), after which participants were
allowed to rest. Starting hand and starting ear were also
counterbalanced across participants. Due to a coding
issue, in the indirect-threat condition for half of the participants (list B: starting with right ear only) stimuli
were not exactly balanced for ear presentation. This
issue was not noticed by participants during debriefing,
it did not affect more than four sentences per condition
per subject, and did not systematically affect the results.
See supporting information for follow-up analyses to
address this issue (Supporting Information S3).

3.2 | EEG data processing
EEG recordings were pre-processed using Python’s MNE
package (Gramfort et al., 2014). A completely automated
pre-processing pipeline was implemented, based on Jas
et al.’s (2018) method. This consisted in the following
steps:
1. Importing data, previously down-sampled to 512 Hz
using Biosemi decimation tools, checking that all
events were correctly placed and fixing if necessary.
2. Preparing data for independent component analysis
(ICA): set data to average reference (Dien, 1998; Lei &
Liao, 2017), low-pass filter at 40 Hz to avoid aliasing
artefacts, down sample to 256 Hz, high pass filter at
1 Hz for better artefact detection (both FIR filters,
6 dB cut-off), and automatic rejection of noisy
segments based on the Autoreject MNE package (Jas
et al., 2017; Winkler et al., 2015).
3. Compute ICA components by using python Picard
package (Ablin et al., 2018) for electrooculogram
(EOG) artefact detection. ICA components that are
highly correlated with noise (>0.35, using MNE
component correlation method) at Fpz channel were
marked for later rejection.
4. Reload raw data to apply average reference to raw
data (Dien, 1998; Lei & Liao, 2017); to use more
relaxed filters: first a high pass (0.1 Hz, FIR, 6 dB
cut-off) and later a low pass (100 Hz, FIR, 6 dB cutoff) filter (Luck, 2014; VanRullen, 2011; Widmann
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6.

7.

8.
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et al., 2015); and to exclude EOG artefacts detected in
previous step (1 to 2 components were removed from
each participant recording).
Create epochs from 0 ms (sentence onset) to 1000 ms
using a 100-ms pre-onset period (10% of epoch). This
1-s epoch allows sufficient time for observing the proposed four time-windows and safely avoids possible
contamination from later behavioural responses (analysis of later response preparation and/or response is
out of present scope and would require dynamic
epoching with respect to RTs).
Applying automatic detection, repairing and rejection
of noisy epochs by using Autoreject’s Bayesian optimization method (Jas et al., 2017). Four to eight channels were interpolated by participant. Between 0 and
206 trials were dropped per participant (32.75 on average), and between 29 and 54 trials were retained per
condition. Fifty-four being the total number of trials
per condition (but see minor technical issue at
the end of Procedure section, see also Supporting
Information S4). So, trials are generally balanced.
Applying baseline correction (baseline subtraction)
(Luck, 2014; Tanner et al., 2015) by using the mean of
the baseline period established in the previous step.
Extracting trial by trial mean amplitudes at 4 a priori
defined time-windows: 50–150, 150–250, 250–500 and

500–750 ms; these time-windows cover the timewindows proposed by the multistep model (Kotz &
Paulmann, 2011), plus our proposed fourth time-window. ERP and scalp plots of processed data were produced using the MNE package.

3.3 | Data analysis
Figure 3 shows the model used for EEG data. The diagram is based on Kruschke’s (2015) and Martin’s (2018)
model specification and presentation, and their guidelines on robust regression. The model was sampled using
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) No U-turn
Sampling (NUTS) as provided by PyMC3 (Salvatier
et al., 2016). All models were sampled with two chains
of 2000 tuning steps and 2000 samples, and initialised
using automatic differentiation variational inference
(ADVI) as provided by PyMC3. Plots of results were produced using Arviz (Kumar et al., 2019) and Matplotlib
(Hunter, 2007). Results were assessed using a region of
practical equivalence (ROPE) method (Kruschke, 2015;
Martin, 2018), where high posterior density (HDI)
intervals were considered as presenting a considerable
difference when far away from ROPEs defined as 1SD to
2SDs around zero.

F I G U R E 3 The diagram shows the prior distributions used for robust regression on amplitude. Arrows indicate the relationship
between a parameter and priors or hyperpriors, where tilde () indicates a stochastic relationship and equal (=) indicates a deterministic
relationship. Observations (Obs.) in the likelihood distribution are equivalent to mean amplitude at each single trial. Channels:
64 electrodes. Ear: 2 ears (left and right). Type: 3 sentence-type (Congruent, Prosody, Semantic)
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The core idea of the model is to un-pool data from the
individual level of subjects and items, so we can focus on
group level slopes at each single interaction point, trialby-trial. Given this, pooling at the electrode (Channel in
Figure 3) level through a normal non-varying prior
helped us to define an offset for the other reparametrized
priors (e.g., McElreath, 2020), which do not contain individual location parameters. In this way we could obtain
intercepts from each electrode and improve sampling and
convergence in a substantial manner. To be consistent
with previous research, we did not include FFFS rating
in the analyses, as our main focus is on trait anxiety and
not on trait fear. Fear measures (FFFS) were collected as
they could be required for comparison in future analyses.
See our OSF repository for details on behavioural models’
structures (https://osf.io/n5b6h/).
In short, the model (Figure 3) comprises one nonvarying intercept Channel (64 electrodes matrix); two
varying intercept Subjects (36 participants) and Sentences
(162 stimuli); and one varying slope (matrix: two ears by
three sentence-types by 64 electrodes), multiplied by the
BIS (x in Figure 3) continuous variable. All varying
parameters are re-parametrised by using a scale (halfnormal) by the main parameter (normal distribution).
The likelihood is a Student t-distribution (see parameters
in Figure 3), ideal for mean amplitude data, which tends
to cluster around zero but leave long negative and positive tails; in this way possible outliers are included into
the model instead of being discarded (Kruschke, 2015;
Martin, 2018). The present model will be able to tell
whether BIS varies differently given ear, sentence-type
and electrodes parameters. In this way, we will obtain a
posterior distribution with a respective HDI indicating
the slope of BIS, namely how much amplitude increase/
TABLE 3

decreases as a function of BIS per electrode at each ear
(left or right) per type (Congruent, Prosody, Semantic).
This model is implemented separately at each time-window, thus allowing to observe whether BIS has an effect
at early (50–150 ms), mid-early (150–250 ms), mid-late
(250–500 ms) or late (500–750 ms) time-windows
according to the present hypotheses. This implies that
when there is an important increase/decrease in amplitude at a given condition (e.g., Congruent at Left Ear at
Cz Channel), HDIs of BIS slopes should fall away from
zero and ROPE and the specific amplitude change at a
given electrode could be predicted simply by obtaining
the product of any BIS score and the estimated posterior
distribution of the slope.

4 | RESULTS
4.1 | Behavioural results
All accuracy models sampled well, showing excellent
b ≤ 1:01, ESS > 900, BFMIs > 0.6); full sumconvergence (R
maries and plots can be found in the present study’s
Open Science Framework (OSF) repository (https://osf.
io/n5b6h/). Accuracy results indicate very high overall
accuracy (over 90%) and no change as a function of ear,
sentence type, nor BIS. Table 3 and Table 4 summarise
accuracy results from direct- and indirect-threat
conditions.
All reaction time (RT) models sampled well, showing
b ≤ 1:02, ESS > 300, BFMIs
relatively good convergence (R
> 0.6); all summaries and plots can be found in present
study’s Open Science Framework (OSF) repository
(https://osf.io/n5b6h/). Direct-threat task estimates show

Direct-threat accuracy estimates

BIS score

Ear

Sentence type

Mean

SD

HDI 5%

HDI 95%

1

Left

Prosody

93.17

2.27

89.75

96.64

1

Right

Prosody

92.28

2.55

88.36

96.05

1

Left

Semantic

93.64

2.14

90.49

96.91

1

Right

Semantic

94.42

1.90

91.82

97.43

1

Left

Congruent

95.30

1.63

92.90

97.74

1

Right

Congruent

96.53

1.28

94.70

98.44

55

Left

Prosody

93.75

2.92

89.40

97.99

55

Right

Prosody

93.94

2.83

89.59

97.98

55

Left

Semantic

94.35

2.67

90.57

98.37

55

Right

Semantic

94.77

2.50

91.09

98.31

55

Left

Congruent

95.62

2.13

92.47

98.62

55

Right

Congruent

97.07

1.48

94.92

99.17

Note: Estimates (in %) come from model’s expectation, namely, regression probability = 1/(1 + exp [ α

β  BIS]).
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TABLE 4

Indirect-threat accuracy estimates

BIS score

Ear

Sentence type

Mean

SD

HDI 5%

HDI 95%

1

Left

Prosody

90.44

2.73

86.12

94.61

1

Right

Prosody

89.67

2.96

85.07

94.31

1

Left

Semantic

90.81

2.61

86.79

94.85

1

Right

Semantic

90.96

2.63

86.68

94.86

1

Left

Congruent

92.95

2.17

89.72

96.40

1

Right

Congruent

92.14

2.30

88.79

95.87

55

Left

Prosody

93.96

2.59

90.18

97.90

55

Right

Prosody

93.41

2.81

89.24

97.57

55

Left

Semantic

92.79

3.01

88.39

97.40

55

Right

Semantic

91.92

3.39

86.85

97.07

55

Left

Congruent

95.95

1.83

93.26

98.69

55

Right

Congruent

94.89

2.22

91.71

98.30

Note: Estimates (in %) come from model’s expectation, namely regression probability = 1/(1 + exp [ α

TABLE 5

β  BIS]).

Direct-threat reaction times estimates

BIS score

Ear

Sentence type

Mean

SD

HDI 5%

HDI 95%

1

Left

Prosody

558.93

33.84

502.27

612.66

1

Right

Prosody

547.45

32.39

495.06

600.74

1

Left

Semantic

545.40

31.22

494.94

596.45

1

Right

Semantic

514.30

30.44

463.74

562.89

1

Left

Congruent

432.42

29.70

384.87

481.13

1

Right

Congruent

418.07

29.62

369.96

466.60

55

Left

Prosody

599.15

48.84

523.56

683.44

55

Right

Prosody

580.00

46.06

509.18

658.66

55

Left

Semantic

579.65

44.52

510.12

654.61

55

Right

Semantic

550.93

43.83

480.86

622.83

55

Left

Congruent

457.95

43.07

392.73

533.63

55

Right

Congruent

436.36

42.49

370.97

508.91

Note: Estimates (in millisecond) come from model’s expectation, namely regression probability = α + β  BIS.

a small but very uncertain (some HDI overlap) increase
as a function of BIS (between 18 ms to 52 ms across conditions), suggesting no relevant effect. Results do not
show relevant effects of ear either. However, Congruent
RTs are between 96 ms and 143 ms lower than other sentence types. These differences do not show a clear or consistent pattern across ear or BIS score, indicating a
general speed-up for Congruent sentences (with
increased certainty). Indirect-threat estimates indicate a
similar pattern, but the increase is slightly higher as a
function of BIS for non-Congruent sentences (between
71 ms and 103 ms), but uncertainty is still relatively high.
Again, responses to Congruent were faster than to other
sentence types (differences between 97 and 167 ms). No

clear differences across ear can be observed. See Tables 5
and 6 for summaries of direct-threat and indirect-threat
tasks respectively.

4.2 | ERP results
Although global field power (GFP, see: Skrandies, 1990)
at EEG channels does not drift and EEG polarity is
aligned with EOG polarity (see Luck, 2014), visual
inspection of grand average ERP waves for direct- and
indirect-threat conditions also indicate a potentially artifactual drift at EOG activity (Figure 4). This also shows
that ERP waves are similar across tasks (direct- and

BUSCH-MORENO ET AL.
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Indirect-threat reaction times estimates

BIS score

Ear

Sentence type

Mean

SD

HDI 5%

HDI 95%

1

Left

Prosody

544.27

33.04

490.55

597.34

1

Right

Prosody

558.34

33.81

503.63

614.15

1

Left

Semantic

572.12

33.35

519.60

628.18

1

Right

Semantic

541.18

32.21

489.76

594.67

1

Left

Congruent

447.62

31.28

398.37

500.71

1

Right

Congruent

418.24

29.95

368.89

466.53

55

Left

Prosody

637.79

46.91

561.60

714.47

55

Right

Prosody

629.05

47.75

549.21

704.74

55

Left

Semantic

666.20

47.97

584.23

740.26

55

Right

Semantic

644.16

46.80

569.38

721.09

55

Left

Congruent

505.01

44.71

429.41

575.18

55

Right

Congruent

476.95

42.96

403.02

542.48

Note: Estimates (in millisecond) come from model’s expectation, namely regression probability = α + β  BIS.

F I G U R E 4 General event-related potential (ERP) grand averages summary. Left panels show EOG and electroencephalography (EEG)
waves from the direct-threat task, and right panels from the indirect-threat task. Bottom panels grand averages across all 64 electrodes. EOG:
two electrooculogram channels. Nave: total number of trials averaged. GFP: global field power (local maximum)

indirect-threat), indicating a systematic amplitude
increase after 500 ms. Figures 5 and 6 show amplitude
topographies divided by BIS terciles (for illustration purposes only).
Hierarchical models indicate that excepting window4
(500–750 ms), no other time-window showed relevant
effects as a function of sentence-type, ear or BIS (HDIs
overlapping zero or widely inside ROPE). All models
b ≥ 1:01,
sampled well, showing excellent convergence (R
ESS > 300, BFMIs > 0.6). Tables 7 and 8 summarise estimates that represent posteriors from BIS slope of the
regression. Table 7 summarises direct-threat results from

window4, showing some example electrodes at bilateral
positions: TP7 (left) and TP8 (right). For TP7 amplitude
increases from lowest BIS (1 point) to highest BIS
(55 points)  2 μV for Congruent at both ears, 2.6–
2.8 μV for Prosody at both ears, and 3.6 μV for Semantic
at both ears. For TP8 amplitude increases from lowest
BIS (1 point) to highest BIS (55 points) 2.5 μV for Congruent at both ears, 1.6–1.9 μV for Prosody at both ears,
and 2.2 μV for Semantic at both ears. Table 8 summarises the same electrodes from the indirect-threat task
(window4), indicating very similar results. Figures 7 and
8 help to visualise these differences at electrode TP7.
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F I G U R E 5 Direct-threat topographies. Up: high behavioural inhibition system scale (BIS) tercile. Middle: mid BIS tercile. Bottom: low
BIS tercile. Topographies come from epochs down-sampled to 256 Hz, high pass filtered at 40 Hz, and divided by terciles for illustration
purposes only. Timepoints indicate the exact midpoint of each a priori time window: 50–150, 150–250, 250–500 and 500–750 ms

Similar increases were registered at for electrodes such as
T7, T8, P7, P8, P9 and P10. Supporting information
contains plots of estimates of all previously mentioned
relevant electrodes (Supporting Information S2).
Note that in both tables highest BIS scores HDIs are
far from overlapping with the lowest BIS scores (clearly
seen in Figures 7 and 8). This implies that the magnitude
of effects shows good certainty, indicating a sustained
increase in amplitude from the lowest BIS level (1 point)

to the highest BIS level (55 points), with good precision
(HDI widths do not surpass ROPE width). This indicates
that the greatest amplitude increases in window4
(500–750 ms) occur at bilateral temporo-parietal electrodes, but with a clearer LPC pattern at temporal sites,
in particular in the LH (e.g., TP7) as a function of BIS.
Figures 9 and 10 show average amplitude waves from
example electrodes from the direct- and indirect-threat
tasks respectively. Although earlier time-windows

BUSCH-MORENO ET AL.
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F I G U R E 6 Indirect-threat topographies. Up: high behavioural inhibition system scale (BIS) tercile. Middle: mid BIS tercile. Bottom:
low BIS tercile. Topographies come from epochs down-sampled to 256 Hz, high pass filtered at 40 Hz, and divided by terciles for illustration
purposes only. Timepoints indicate the exact midpoint of each a priori time window: 50–150, 150–250, 250–500 and 500–750 ms

suggest some differences, these are subject to high variation, thus estimates barely change as a function of BIS
(see Supporting Information S3). Window3 shows a small
BIS-related increase for non-congruent conditions (see
Supporting Information S3). These are not directly
reported here, as they could be related to early LPC onset
rather than to particular Window3 activity (i.e., low BIS
inducing N400 effects). Additional supplementary figures, such as forest plots for all electrodes and conditions

(for both tasks), can be found in our OSF repository
(https://osf.io/n5b6h/: ERP Results).
In short, both direct- and indirect-threat tasks show
similar patterns of activity, consistent with models’ estimates. Window4 results are reported in more detail as
main results, as they express the clearer effects. These
suggest that irrespective of task (answer to threat or neutral), ear presentation (left or right) or sentence-type
(Congruent, Prosody or Semantic), between 500- and
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TABLE 7

Direct-threat estimates of selected electrodes

Channel

Type

Ear

BIS score

Mean

SD

HPD 5%

HPD 95%

Estimate

TP7

Prosody

Left

1

0.050

0.008

0.035

0.066

0.159

TP7

Semantic

Left

1

0.051

0.008

0.036

0.067

0.160

TP7

Congruent

Left

1

0.043

0.008

0.028

0.059

0.151

TP7

Prosody

Right

1

0.049

0.008

0.032

0.064

0.157

TP7

Semantic

Right

1

0.055

0.009

0.038

0.070

0.164

TP7

Congruent

Right

1

0.045

0.009

0.028

0.061

0.153

TP7

Prosody

Left

55

2.766

0.454

1.912

3.611

2.874

TP7

Semantic

Left

55

2.823

0.456

1.959

3.674

2.931

TP7

Congruent

Left

55

2.362

0.460

1.518

3.255

2.471

TP7

Prosody

Right

55

2.673

0.460

1.781

3.507

2.781

TP7

Semantic

Right

55

3.044

0.471

2.101

3.851

3.153

TP7

Congruent

Right

55

2.471

0.476

1.541

3.328

2.579

TP8

Prosody

Left

1

0.035

0.008

0.019

0.049

0.448

TP8

Semantic

Left

1

0.041

0.008

0.027

0.057

0.442

TP8

Congruent

Left

1

0.038

0.008

0.023

0.053

0.445

TP8

Prosody

Right

1

0.030

0.008

0.014

0.044

0.453

TP8

Semantic

Right

1

0.044

0.008

0.029

0.059

0.439

TP8

Congruent

Right

1

0.040

0.008

0.024

0.055

0.443

TP8

Prosody

Left

55

1.898

0.432

1.061

2.670

1.415

TP8

Semantic

Left

55

2.269

0.436

1.464

3.110

1.786

TP8

Congruent

Left

55

2.090

0.447

1.260

2.927

1.607

TP8

Prosody

Right

55

1.649

0.448

0.778

2.440

1.166

TP8

Semantic

Right

55

2.396

0.449

1.572

3.243

1.914

TP8

Congruent

Right

55

2.200

0.457

1.342

3.041

1.717

Note: Estimates (in μV) come from model’s posterior expectation (α + β  BIS).

750-ms amplitude increases, on average, as a function of
BIS score at bilateral temporo-parietal electrodes, but
showing slightly higher amplitude at LH electrodes.

5 | DISCUSSION
Present behavioural results indicate that threatening
stimuli in both direct- and indirect-threat tasks induce little to no effect on RTs or accuracy as a function of BIS
(trait anxiety), no effects for ear, and a general speed up
for the Congruent condition. This implies that for delayed response tasks, effects of trait anxiety (worry or BIS)
are of a small magnitude or negligible. Models’ estimates
indicate that in the 500- to 750-ms time-window
(window4) amplitude increases, on average, between 1.6
and 3.6 μV in temporo-parietal electrodes as a function of
BIS (slightly stronger increases at the left hemisphere).
This can be interpreted as a BIS-related late positive

complex (LPC) increase. This is consistent with part of
our hypotheses, indicating late phase effects of trait anxiety on threatening language processing during orientative
(deliberation) phases. However, no clear earlier effects
can be observed as a function of BIS, which goes contrary
to our hypotheses predicting the influence of trait anxiety
at all time-windows from sentences’ onsets. In the
Mid-phase window3 (250–500 ms) also shows increases
for non-congruent conditions (i.e., Prosody and Semantic). We have reported these in Supporting Information
S3, as these increases could be attributed to earlier LPC
onset for some electrodes/conditions and do not seem to
be associated with a particularly strong negative deflection (e.g., N400).
Nevertheless, effects on Window3 could still provide
evidence that at lower BIS scores evaluation processes
are different, and that extended evaluation has an earlier
onset for higher BIS scores (i.e., before 500 ms) and simply extends towards later stages. This would be contrary
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Indirect-threat estimates of selected electrodes

Channel

Type

Ear

BIS score

Mean

SD

HPD 5%

HPD 95%

Estimate

TP7

Prosody

Left

1

0.047

0.009

0.030

0.063

0.124

TP7

Semantic

Left

1

0.068

0.008

0.053

0.084

0.145

TP7

Congruent

Left

1

0.035

0.008

0.020

0.051

0.113

TP7

Prosody

Right

1

0.052

0.008

0.037

0.069

0.129

TP7

Semantic

Right

1

0.066

0.009

0.050

0.082

0.143

TP7

Congruent

Right

1

0.039

0.008

0.024

0.054

0.116

TP7

Prosody

Left

55

2.600

0.485

1.659

3.483

2.677

TP7

Semantic

Left

55

3.732

0.462

2.888

4.622

3.809

TP7

Congruent

Left

55

1.944

0.467

1.079

2.816

2.021

TP7

Prosody

Right

55

2.867

0.457

2.058

3.774

2.944

TP7

Semantic

Right

55

3.621

0.469

2.739

4.516

3.699

TP7

Congruent

Right

55

2.125

0.448

1.312

2.971

2.202

TP8

Prosody

Left

1

0.030

0.009

0.015

0.047

0.363

TP8

Semantic

Left

1

0.041

0.009

0.025

0.057

0.352

TP8

Congruent

Left

1

0.044

0.009

0.027

0.060

0.350

TP8

Prosody

Right

1

0.036

0.009

0.020

0.051

0.358

TP8

Semantic

Right

1

0.040

0.008

0.025

0.056

0.353

TP8

Congruent

Right

1

0.046

0.008

0.031

0.062

0.347

TP8

Prosody

Left

55

1.675

0.473

0.801

2.559

1.281

TP8

Semantic

Left

55

2.268

0.469

1.386

3.136

1.875

TP8

Congruent

Left

55

2.396

0.483

1.466

3.277

2.003

TP8

Prosody

Right

55

1.953

0.468

1.080

2.811

1.559

TP8

Semantic

Right

55

2.199

0.465

1.371

3.090

1.806

TP8

Congruent

Right

55

2.549

0.458

1.692

3.430

2.156

Note: Estimates (in μV) come from model’s posterior expectation (α + β  BIS).

to our interpretation of LPC and LPC-like late phase
activity representing a deliberation phase. Instead, it may
fit into the conventional scheme of a triphasic process,
such as the one proposed by the multistep model of emotional language (Kotz & Paulmann, 2011). This could
explain why these effects are not so evident for the Congruent condition, simply implying that stimuli in this category are more easily recognisable and do not elicit
N400-like effects. Namely, a more classic prosodicsemantic congruency effect (e.g., Schirmer & Kotz, 2003)
cannot be discarded as an explanation. Having said this,
the strong and clear LPC effects may require a complementary explanation.
Previous EEG studies have observed that worry is
associated with a parietal late positive potential (LPP)
increases, related to negative reappraisal of visual stimuli
(Moser et al., 2014). This is understood to be associated
with sustained attention inducing increased late-phase
processing (Hajcak et al., 2010). This may correspond to

delayed disengagement from threat (Cisler &
Koster, 2010), which in the present paper we understand
as over-engagement with threat during deliberation
phases, occurring after 500 ms (i.e., LPC time-window),
in light of the association between higher BIS and
anxiety, worry and rumination (McNaughton, 2011).
However, studies using a cross-modal paradigm,
priming words with emotional faces to observe
implicit reappraisal have instead observed early-phase
(e.g., N170) but not late-phase (i.e., LPP) effects (Liu
et al., 2018), suggesting implicit rather than explicit
engagement with threat when stimuli are short and/or
fear-inducing. EEG studies focusing on social anxiety
have shown that abusive words (short duration stimuli)
induce effects on early- or mid-phase ERPs (i.e., P1,
N400) which could be better related to over-attention to
threat or threat evaluation issues (Wabnitz et al., 2015).
Other studies have shown that angry vocalisations
(prosody) are associated with early (i.e., P1) but not late
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F I G U R E 7 Direct-threat regressions at electrode TP7, Window4 (500–750 ms). White circles represent posterior means by behavioural
inhibition system scale (BIS) score. Bars represent highest density intervals (HDIs). Grey dots are mean amplitudes by BIS score. Dashed
grey line indicates posterior median BIS

(i.e., LPC) amplitude increases associated with anxiety
(Pell et al., 2015). For anxious participants to over-engage
with threat, longer stimuli that are also less directly
threatening (i.e., not fear inducing or directly harming)
stimuli may be required (Cisler & Koster, 2010).
This could imply that the present LPC, peaking
600 ms after sentence onset, requires the deliberation
time provided by long duration sentences. For the present
experiment, sentences had a duration of 1646 ms on

average, which gives plenty of time (during sentence) for
assessing and re-assessing stimuli before responses are
executed after sentence’s offset. In other words, with sufficient time to over-engage with threatening stimuli in a
decision task, effects were mainly driven by trait anxiety;
namely, higher BIS levels induced over-engagement with
threat, resulting in increased processing during latephase deliberation (after 500 ms). This is consistent with
LPC evidencing decision modulation in relation to
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F I G U R E 8 Indirect-threat regressions at electrode TP7, Window4 (500–750 ms). White circles represent posterior means by
behavioural inhibition system scale (BIS) score. Bars represent highest density intervals (HDIs). Grey dots are mean amplitudes by BIS score.
Dashed grey line indicates posterior median BIS

evaluation through memory processes (Finningan, 2002;
Yang et al., 2019), or LPP/LPC evidencing late-phase
processing associated with anxious negative re-appraisal
(Hajcak et al., 2010; Moser et al., 2014).
In this line, trait anxiety has been strongly associated
with patterns of repetitive thinking (McEvoy et al., 2010;
McLaughlin et al., 2007), which is a mechanism for reappraisal and over-engagement. We propose that in the
present experiment, threatening speech may have

induced anxious participants to engage in verbal repetitive thinking, which can be associated with both
memory-related evaluation and re-appraisal. This is
theoretically sound with respect to BIS and anxiety
models (Bar-Haim et al., 2007; Cisler & Koster, 2010;
McNaughton, 2011; Robinson et al., 2019); although
verbal repetitive thinking is not the only possible mechanism for explaining over-engagement with threat. It is
still possible that a more general over-engagement, or
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F I G U R E 9 Direct-threat example electrodes. Plots show grand averages ( 100- to 1000-ms epoch), low-pass filtered at 40 Hz, collapsed
across ear and sentence type, and divided into BIS terciles for display purposes only. High, red solid line: behavioural inhibition system scale
(BIS) score > 28. Mid, yellow dashed line: 29 > BIS score > 15. Low, blue dotted line: BIS score < 16. Shadows indicate standard error of the
mean (SEM). Black dotted vertical line indicates sentence onset, period before the dotted line is the 100 ms baseline. Grey shaded region
indicates time window4
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F I G U R E 1 0 Indirect-threat example electrodes. Plots show grand averages ( 100-to 1000-ms epoch), low-pass filtered at 40 Hz,
collapsed across ear and sentence type, and divided into behavioural inhibition system scale (BIS) terciles for display purposes only. High,
red solid line: BIS score > 28. Mid, yellow dashed line: 29 > BIS score > 15. Low, blue dotted line: BIS score < 16. Shadows indicate standard
error of the mean (SEM). Black dotted vertical line indicates sentence onset, period before the dotted line is the 100 ms baseline. Grey
shaded region indicates time window4
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delayed
disengagement
mechanism
(Cisler
&
Koster, 2010) could have induced extended or delayed
evaluation of emotional stimuli. This would fit a more
classical interpretation from the multistep model perspective (Kotz & Paulmann, 2011), also suggesting that at
those late evaluation phases prosody or semantics have
no distinct or specific relevant relationships with anxiety.
Another important aspect of our results, contradicting
our predictions, is the lack of clear laterality effects.
Although some EEG studies show lateralization effects
associated with emotional semantic and prosody variation (Kotz & Paulmann, 2007), recent research does not
show much evidence for these effects (Chen et al., 2011;
Paulmann et al., 2012). One proposed explanation is
that concurrent multi-information-channel (prosody
and semantic) information obscures laterality effects
(Paulmann et al., 2012). In addition, the present LPC is
not modulated by stimulus-type. This differs from previous research, which did not include anxiety measures,
finding late positive amplitudes in association with prosody/semantic emotional variations and/or congruency
effects (Astésano et al., 2004; Chen et al., 2011; Zhao
et al., 2015). Given this, the present LPC, which shows a
different distribution and different preceding ERPs from
the aforementioned studies, could be understood as signalling something particular to anxiety rather than being
directly associated with prosody or semantics. Even so,
despite that amplitude differences were barely affected by
ear presentation, we did observe a small lateralisation
effect at LH-located electrodes. On average, these were
around one microvolt higher in amplitude compared to
their right hemisphere (RH) counterparts. Although
some slight HDI overlap between LH and RH electrodes
(e.g., TP7 and TP8) was observed at lower BIS scores, at
higher BIS scores it was not so for most of the relevant
electrodes. If this effect is not artefactual, it may suggest a
more general late-stage lateralisation pattern, insensitive
to dichotic effects, which may have been more evident at
earlier time-windows given more controlled or shorter
duration stimuli.
Although present research provides evidence of both
behavioural and EEG effects (or lack thereof) of trait anxiety (BIS) on responses to threatening speech, we need to
address some relevant limitations. Firstly, we do not have
a direct neutral-speech control, as our only alternative
task requiring participants to answer to neutral sentences
(indirect-threat), usually intended to control for attentional differences (e.g., Peschard et al., 2016; Sander
et al., 2005), still exposes participants to threatening
speech. Secondly, even though we have applied an automated pre-processing and cleaning procedure to EEG
data, rigorously based on previous literature, we
acknowledge that there may still be a positive artefactual
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drift present in our epoched data. However, if the
observed LPC component is not really an LPC
(i.e., derived from brain activity), its association with BIS
(trait anxiety) still needs to be explained. For instance, it
may be the case that increased base muscle tension
(e.g., jaw clenching) or rumination-related oro-facial
muscle activity, characteristic of anxiety (Nalborczyk
et al., 2017), induced artefacts on the ERP waves. However, muscular activity should induce higher frequency
activity rather than lower frequency drifts, especially if
related with temporalis muscles affecting temporal
electrodes (Luck, 2014). Such artefacts, nonetheless, may
have been detrimental for earlier activity (before
400–500 ms), which may also explain the difficulty in
observing earlier ERP effects. Despite this, excessive muscle tension could have indirectly induced eye artefacts at
lower frequencies and amplitudes, which may have not
been caught by ICA and other cleaning procedures. However, here we cannot provide direct evidence for this
possible anxiety-related EOG activity, and we have not
succeeded in finding an account of this possibility in
previous literature.
Furthermore, there are some design limitations that
should be acknowledged. Presently, the high variability
of type and sentence position of threatening lexical items
in Semantic and Congruent conditions may have led participants to primarily carry out threat recognition by
focusing on threatening prosody, which always started at
sentence onset. Thus, possible ear differences may have
become very difficult to observe at early processing stages
and/or quickly receded before later stages. In addition,
this possibly strategic response of participants (focus on
prosody) may have obscured sentence-type effects. This is
associated to another limitation, namely that some sentences have threatening words at the end (last word) or
very late within the sentence (i.e., after 600 ms). These
sentences conflict with our epoch decision: from sentence
onset to 1000 ms, as some of these threatening words fell
outside the epochs’ offset. However, this decision was
necessary to avoid movement contamination from reaction times, as many sentences were barely longer than
1 s. Furthermore, even when threatening words were
placed at the end, evaluation or deliberation effects could
still be present before sentence end as part of an orientation to response. This implies, nonetheless, another limitation. The presently observed effect of BIS on amplitude
may be task-related instead of being associated with
threatening speech.
Better controlled semantic stimuli could help to
address these limitations, albeit at the cost of the seminaturalness of stimuli. Also, it may be useful to employ
methods that can directly induce response inhibition to
differentiated stimuli (i.e., responses to threatening
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content or sound), rather than decision tasks as employed
here. Previous research has indeed proposed that tasks
such as go/no-go are better for understanding BIS processes, because they directly involve inhibiting responses
as part of their design (e.g., McNaughton et al., 2013; Neo
et al., 2011). Future research could implement such tasks
by, for instance, including responses to stimulus type
instead to threat in general. In addition, it would be
relevant to implement tasks which can compare language
stimuli with other type of stimuli and have a proper
neutral-stimuli control; this could help to determine
whether anxiety effects are specifically related to
threatening speech or not. In other words, it would help
determine whether the observed increasing LPC is
threat-induced or task-induced.
In conclusion, present ERP analyses show a clear positive amplitude deflection in temporo-parietal electrodes
peaking at around 600 ms as a function of BIS scores. We
interpreted this ERP as an LPC and suggest two possible
interpretations. (1) This LPC is part of an extended
evaluation process, which would be evidenced by lower
BIS-related amplitude decreases in response to prosodicsemantic congruency, but higher BIS-related positive
deflections (i.e., early onset LPC), which extend to later
phases. (2) Present LPC is associated with trait anxiety
affecting deliberation processes through verbal repetitive
thinking. As BIS scores increased, the LPC became more
positive, suggesting a disruptive deliberation process,
such as induced by over-engagement with threat, during
an orientative stage or perhaps an extended evaluation
stage. Both interpretations may be complementary, but
further investigation is required to establish that link.
Overall, this experiment paves the way for future
research on the relationship between speech, individual
differences and emotional language in terms of information channels, anxiety and threatening language.
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